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Introduction
The digital landscape is constantly changing; developers and testers are only ever weeks
away from new software, an update, a revolutionary technology, or piece of hardware
completely redefining the industry. Through the TestImpulse service QualityTaskForce
have been keeping online service providers, developers, and testers one step ahead of
the game for the past two years.
The TestImpulse Biannual Technology Market Analysis consists of; a record of the key
events that have occurred over the previous six months, a compilation of need-to-know
statistics and facts regarding the current state of affairs in the technology markets, a look
ahead to what we can expect to see in the next six months, and in-depth analysis of all
the previously mentioned sections.
This specific report covers the July - December period of 2016, focussing on major
software and hardware releases, market trends, and security.
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Timeline
July 2016









HummingBad Malware infects 10 million Android
Windows 10 reaches end of ‘free update’ period
Oracle releases biggest patch ever, fixing 276 flaws
Chrome 52 released
Mac OS X 10.11.6 released
Blackberry announce and launch DTEK50 – “World’s most secure Android phone”
iOS 9.3.3 released and public beta of iOS 10 made available
Windows 10 receives Anniversary update

August 2016









Opera 39 released
Mozilla release Firefox 48
iOS 9.3.4 released, 9.3.5 released three weeks later
Android Nougat (7.0) released publicly, though Marshmallow (6.0) only has 13% adoption
Linux Kernel Flaw jeopardizes internet security on PCs and Androids
Microsoft Edge receives update including support for extensions
Microsoft announce that Windows 10 will receive two major updates in 2017
Vivaldi v1.3 released

September 2016
















Chrome 53 released, begins Google’s plan to phase out Adobe Flash support
Vivaldi v1.4 released
iPhone 7 and 7Plus launched
Mac OS X issued security update
Opera 40 released
Moto Z and Z Force launched
IFA 2016:
 ZTE Axon 7 Mini announced (launched later this month)
 HTC One A9S announced
 Huawei Nova, Nova Plus announced
Windows 10 Anniversary update receives patch for log-in issues
LG V20, the first non-google device to ship with Android 7.0, announced
iOS 10 released, 10.0.2 subsequently released to patch bugs
macOS Sierra released
Samsung issues worldwide recall of exploding Galaxy Note 7 devices
Windows 10 installed on over 400 million devices
Firefox Aurora made available on Android Play Store

Continues to October, November, and December on following page…
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Timeline
October 2016












Opera 41 released
macOS Sierra 10.12.1 released
iOS 10.0.3 and 10.1 released
Chrome OS v54 released
Microsoft announce Creators Update – the next major Windows 10 update
Chrome 54 released
Google make Chrome Canary available through the Play Store
Samsung permanently halt production of the Galaxy Note 7
Sony Xperia XZ launched
Mozilla commences Project Mortar in an effort to move away from NPAPIs in Firefox
Google announce Pixel devices and Android Nougat 7.1

November 2016









Vivaldi v1.5 released
Alcatel Idol 4S, a phone capable of running Windows 10 on Android hardware, released
Microsoft remove Windows 7 and 8.1 from OEM market
Firefox 50 released
Firefox Focus released on iOS
OnePlus 3T announced and launched
Android 7.1 released
HTC Bolt/10 Evo launched

December 2016







Chrome 55 released, effectively ends support for Adobe Flash
Vivaldi 1.6 released
Chrome OS 55 released, brings Android Apps to the Play Store
Android 7.1.1 released
iOS 10.2 released
macOS Sierra 10.12.2 released
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Facts and Figures*
Mobile
- The Android Ecosystem remains fractured; Nougat (the newest version) has the
lowest adoption (0.7%) of all the Android versions (including Gingerbread)1
- Android continues to dominate the smartphone market, with a ~80% share; iOS sits
comfortably in second with no real challenge from other mobile operating systems.
Windows 10 has little to no market share or traction.2
- The majority (76%) of iOS users are running the newest version of iOS (10).3
- Google Chrome is still the most popular mobile web browser, followed by Safari.4
- Samsung (33.71%) and Apple (19.73%) hold a large chunk of the mobile vendor market.5

Desktop
- The Desktop OS market is dominated by Windows (~80%); Windows 10 is the second
most used operating system (32%) and is on the rise as Windows 7 (~47%) declines.7
(see diagram right)
- Windows 10, received one major update (Anniversary) and at least one security
update each month (over the past 6 months).
- macOS 10.12 (Sierra) has received 2 version updates since its release in September
2016.
- Google Chrome still leads the desktop browser usage charts; Firefox remains in
second; Microsoft Edge languishes in fifth place behind its predecessor, Internet Explorer,
and Apple’s Safari.8
- The Chrome and Firefox browsers have been updated approximately once every 6
months over the past 6 months.
*Statistics provided are from multiple online sources, some of which are educated
estimations only. They are ‘accurate’ as of January 2017.
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Further Analysis
Internet of Bugs
The Internet of Things is in the news for security breaches more often than it should be,
yet despite the security world understanding more has to be done to secure our smart
fridges and toasters, we should expect the IoT to remain a cesspool of risk for the near
future at least.
This caution is particularly necessary in companies that employ a BYOD (Bring your own
device) approach to devices. As people bring more smart thing-a-me-bobs into the
workplace, the number of potential network infiltration points increases.

Battery backlash
The next six months will see Samsung launch and announce the next devices in the
Galaxy range, meaning all eyes will be on the S8, specifically its battery, when it is
unveiled. The tech giant will have to combat an understandable hesitation towards
purchasing the new device following last year’s Note calamities.

This is VR’s year…?
2016 was supposed to be the year of VR, the year it took off and became mainstream and
changed our lives forever. That lofty prediction hasn’t exactly materialised, though, with
the software lagging behind the hardware which itself still has technical problems like
overcoming the motion sickness barrier. 2017 could see growth in VR/Web arena as
browser developers work on and add support for new technologies such as WebVR.

Recurring Ransomware
2016 saw Ransomware attacks take center stage multiple times in the security world, and
the trend towards locking files away and demanding ransom hasn’t shown signs of
slowing. In fact, experts are suggesting ransomware will evolve to target the previously
mentioned Internet of Things as well as being used against larger, more sophisticated
targets.
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The Road Ahead
There is a plethora of noteworthy happenings planned for the first six months of 2017.
From new versions of major operating systems to new hardware releases, it’s all
happening:
Windows 10 Creators Update

Mobile World Conference 2017

Set to arrive in the first half of 2017, the update
will bring a range of new features and
improvements to the Windows 10 operating
system.

The Barcelona-based event will be host to a
number of new device reveals and launches at
the end of February.

Apple WWDC 2017

Samsung Galaxy S8 Launch

Apple’s annual Developer Conference will likely
take place in June as is tradition, though no date
has been confirmed at the time of writing. We’ll
get news on the next major versions of each of
Apple’s operating systems.

The next big flagship device in Samsung’s range
will likely be announced and subsequently
released in the coming months.

Android Wear 2.0 release

Google I/O 2017

The next major version of Android Wear will be
coming to wrists worldwide within the next few
months, and with it two new Android Watch
devices.

Google’s annual event typically takes place in
the month of May. This year we can expect to
see Android O (8.0) news and a host of other
Google concoctions.

Need data tailored to your testing plan? For more information, such as statistics specific to your
region, you can get in touch with us via our website qualitytaskforce.com/contact-us
Sources:
1

Android Developer Dashboards, 3 Apple, 2,4, 5, 7, 8 StatCounter
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